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You can create an eye-
catching herringbone 
pattern by alternating the 
direction of the doors.

BESTÅ
Storage combination with doors. 
180×42×74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8“), 
black-brown/Hedeviken dark brown 
stained oak veneer, Stubbarp legs. 
794.217.43 

Organize your living in style and take care of the things you 
love. Your choice of sleek BESTÅ fronts cover the well-planned 
insides, where all things have their designated place in boxes 
and dividers.

Find your 
dream BESTÅ storage system !
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Say hello to 
the BESTÅ storage system
The BESTÅ series offers stylish high-quality storage with 
the possibility to design and adapt a solution according 
to your own taste, space and needs. Versatile and easy 
to use, the BESTÅ storage system makes a good home 
for your TV, is great for storing items like toys and 
photo albums, can serve as a sideboard in your dining 
area, or as a display cabinet to showcase your most 
beloved objects. 

Your BESTÅ solution can start as a simple unit with 
enough storage for a small space but can easily grow 
and adapt as your needs change – whether you are 
moving to a new home or your family is getting bigger.

Choose from one of our pre-designed combinations, 
start from a basic unit or create your own unique 
combination from scratch. You can show your style 
by choosing from a wide range of fronts in different col-
ours and finishes. And make it truly your own with your 
choice of knobs, handles, top panels and legs.

A small thing can make a big difference. You can create 
different impressions depending on the leg you choose. A 
geometric leg adds a modern look, while a curved silhouette 
makes it more traditional.

Integrated lighting makes things easier to find, highlights 
your favourite objects and brings a cozy atmosphere to a 
room. Pro tip: With glass shelves, light can filter down to the 
bottom of the cabinet.

BESTÅ
Storage combination with 
doors/drawers. 120×42×213 cm 
(471/4×161/2×837/8“), black-brown/
Lappviken/Sindvik black-brown 
clear glass, Stubbarp legs. Price 
excludes handles. 193.992.07

Glass doors combined 
with integrated lighting 
give your favourite 
objects the attention 
they deserve.
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A sophisticated pairing: Beige 
marble fronts and stainless steel 
legs create a sleek and modern 
look for your TV bench.   

No more cable mess! Outlets 
at the back of the TV bench 
keep them out of sight but easy 
to access.

BESTÅ
TV bench with doors. 
120×42×48 cm (471/4×161/2×187/8”), 
white/Kallviken dark gray, 
Ösarp legs. 294.186.20

TV benches
It’s not only the TV that’s smart! A BESTÅ TV bench combines contem-
porary good looks with practical function. You get lots of storage space 
and relief from cables that tend to get messy and gather dust.

With the BESTÅ TV bench, cables are fed discreetly through the 
outlets at the back. They stay hidden but are easy to access 
whether your BESTÅ solution is on legs or wall-mounted.

Pre-designed combinations

BESTÅ TV bench.
W120×D40×H48 cm (471/4×153/4×187/8”).
White, Stubbarp legs.

690.612.27

BESTÅ TV bench.
W180×D42×H39 cm (707/8×161/2×153/8”).
White/Lappviken white.
Push open drawers 593.990.74
Soft closing drawers 493.284.02

BESTÅ TV bench with drawers.
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White/Hanviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 294.005.16
Soft closing drawers 291.940.93

BESTÅ TV bench with doors.
W120×D42×H48 cm (471/4×161/2×187/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.

294.194.36

BESTÅ TV bench.
W180×D42×H48 cm (707/8×161/2×187/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 293.989.38
Soft closing drawers 993.291.97

BESTÅ TV bench with doors and drawers.
W240×D42×H74 cm (941/2×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 094.013.57
Soft closing drawers 392.975.14

BESTÅ TV bench with doors.
W180×D42×H38 cm (707/8×161/2×15”).
White/Lappviken white.

893.306.91

BESTÅ TV bench with drawers.
W120×D42×H48 cm (471/4×161/2×187/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 093.991.80
Soft closing drawers 791.882.97

BESTÅ TV bench with doors.
W120×D42×H74 cm (471/4×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.

390.683.34
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Pre-designed combinations

A BESTÅ combination provides a home for your TV and storage for 
all your remote controls, games and other gadgets. Hide the clutter 
and display your favourite objects in one magnificent combo. 

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W240×D42×H129 cm (941/2×161/2×503/4”).
White/Lappviken white /Sindvik white clear glass.
Push open drawers 094.062.65
Soft closing drawers 293.294.12

BESTÅ TV storage combination.
W240×D42×H230 cm (941/2×161/2×901/2”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 994.119.55
Soft closing drawers 494.119.72

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W180×D42×H192 cm (707/8×161/2×755/8”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass.
Push open drawers 994.071.90
Soft closing drawers 794.071.91

BESTÅ/EKET Cabinet combination for TV.
W210×D40×H220 cm (82¾×15¾×86½”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 594.377.59
Soft closing drawers 792.211.88

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W300×D42×H193 cm (1181/8×161/2×76”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass.
Push open drawers 694.063.85
Soft closing drawers 093.307.94

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W240×D42×H231 cm (941/2×161/2×91”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass
Push open drawers 494.121.65
Soft closing drawers 694.121.69

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W300×D42×H231 cm (1181/8×161/2×91”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass.
Push open drawers 594.110.09
Soft closing drawers 794.110.13

BESTÅ/EKET Cabinet combination for TV.
W300×D42×H210 cm (1181/8×161/2×825/8”).
White/white stained oak effect/Lappviken white.
Push open drawers 794.377.63
Soft closing drawers 392.868.55

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W300×D42×H211 cm (1181/8×161/2×831/8”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass.
Push open drawers 194.067.26
Soft closing drawers 994.068.31

BESTÅ/EKET Cabinet combination for TV.
W180×D40×H170 cm (70¾×15¾×67”).
White/light gray/dark gray/Lappviken white.
Push open drawers 794.377.44
Soft closing drawers 092.044.08

BESTÅ TV storage combination/glass doors.
W240×D42×H190 cm (941/2×161/2×743/4”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass.
Push open drawers 794.113.05
Soft closing drawers 294.113.22

Display and store the things you use 
often here. Integrated lighting lets you 
find things more easily without you 
having to turn on the main light.

Combinations for media

BESTÅ
TV storage combination/
glass doors. 180×42×192 cm 
(707/8×161/2×755/8”), white 
Hanviken white/Sindvik white 
clear glass. 494.103.69
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Put your favourite items in the spotlight with a BESTÅ display 
combination. You can choose between high or low combinations. 
Showcase your treasured objects behind glass fronts and store other 
items in drawers or behind doors.

BESTÅ storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White/Sindvik white clear glass, Stubbarp legs.

891.399.23

BESTÅ storage combination w glass doors.
W120×D42×H193 cm (471/4×161/2×76”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass.

290.594.48

BESTÅ storage combination with drawers.
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 294.126.75
Soft closing drawers 493.026.85

BESTÅ storage combination with doors/drawers.
W120×D42×H213 cm (471/4×161/2×837/8”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 493.992.15
Soft closing drawers 094.125.01

BESTÅ storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H112 cm (707/8×161/2×441/8”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.

092.080.29

BESTÅ storage combination with glass doors.
W60×D42×H193 cm (235/8×161/2×76”).
White/Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.
Push open drawers 494.125.37
Soft closing drawers 993.008.58

Pre-designed combinations

The shelves can be adjusted to accommodate the things you 
need to store. You can also add/buy an extra shelf if needed.

Nice-looking things on display, 
the rest of your stuff hidden away. 
A combination of solid and glass 
doors works wonders!

For a sleek and minimalist 
look, skip the hardware 
and opt for push-openers.

Display combinations

BESTÅ
Storage combination with 
glass doors. 120×42×202 cm 
(471/4×161/2×791/2”), white 
Sutterviken/Sindvik white 
clear glass, Kabbarb legs. 
393.849.50



BESTÅ
Storage combination with doors. 
180×42×112 cm (707/8×161/2×441/8“), 
white Lappviken white/Sindvik white 
clear glass, Stubbarp legs. Price 
excludes handles. 092.080.29 
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Pre-designed combinations

Need an extra glass? Just reach 
over here. A sideboard in the 
dining area means fewer trips 
back and forth to the kitchen!

To create a cohesive look, combine 
solid fronts with glass doors but 
keep them in the same colour.

Interior organizers turn chaos into things of beauty and 
efficiency. These unsung heroes declutter your drawers and 
make things easier to find.

Sideboards

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W120×D42×H74 cm (471/4×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.

892.098.26

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors/drawers.
W120×D42×H74 cm (471/4×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
Push open 594.125.94
Soft closing 991.953.05

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H112 cm (707/8×161/2×441/8”).
White Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.

092.080.29

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.

291.397.18

BESTÅ Storage combination with drawers.
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
Push open 994.126.86
Soft closing 791.956.36

BESTÅ wall-mounted cabinet combination.
W180×D42×H64 cm (707/8×161/2×251/4”).
White/Lappviken white.

894.259.10

BESTÅ Storage combination with drawers. 
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White Lappviken white/Sindvik white clear glass, 
Stubbarp legs.
Push open 294.126.75
Soft closing 493.026.85

Go ahead and put things aside for a while! A sideboard combination 
gives you plenty of space to store things and a surface to create an  
attractive display – or to unload serving dishes while you eat.
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Storage combinations

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W120×D42×H74 cm (471/4×161/2×291/8”).
white/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.

892.098.26

BESTÅ wall cabinet with 2 doors.
W60×D22×H128 cm (235/8×85/8×503/8”).
White/LAPPVIKEN white.

594.219.61

BESTÅ cabinet unit.
W60×D40×H202 cm (235/8×153/4×791/2”).
White, Stubbarp legs.

392.849.98

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W180×D42×H74 cm (707/8×161/2×291/8”).
White/LAPPVIKEN white, Stubbarp legs.

291.397.18

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W120×D42×H192 cm (471/4×161/2×76”).
White/LAPPVIKEN white.

790.575.26

BESTÅ wall-mounted cabinet combination.
W180×D42×H64 cm (707/8×161/2×251/4”).
white/Lappviken white.

894.259.10

BESTÅ Storage combination with doors.
W120×D42×H202 cm (471/4×161/2×791/2”).
white/Lappviken white, Stubbarp legs.
 293.017.62

Pre-designed combinations

Cabinet lighting makes it easier to find your things. It also 
creates a cozy atmosphere in a room. 

Keep open shelves tidy 
with the help of boxes 
and organizers.

A BESTÅ storage combination has everything you need to keep things 
organized at home. Office supplies stored next to your desk allow you to 
quickly set up a spot where you can work efficiently from home. Choose 
a ready-made combination or create your own, adapted to your style and 
your belongings.

BESTÅ
Storage combination with 
doors. 120×42×202 cm 
(471/4×161/2×791/2”), white/
Lappviken white, Stubbarp 
legs. 293.017.62
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Plan with basic modules

Basic storage units
You can choose a floor-standing unit with either solid or glass doors. Keep 
the unit on the floor with the included feet or add legs to lift it up and give 
it a lighter look. You can also choose wall-mounted units which include 
suspension rails.

BESTÅ Shelf unit with door. 
W60×D22×H38 cm (235/8×85/8×15”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 590.467.08
Wall-mounted 094.292.24

BESTÅ Shelf unit with door. 
W60×D42×H64 cm (235/8×161/2×251/4”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 590.469.06
Wall-mounted 194.318.58

BESTÅ Shelf unit with doors. 
W60×D42×H193 cm (235/8×161/2×76”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 394.296.99

BESTÅ Shelf unit with door.
W60×D22×H64 cm (235/8×85/8×251/4”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 490.468.17
Wall-mounted 794.296.64

BESTÅ Shelf unit with doors.
W120×D42×H38 cm (471/4×161/2×15”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 790.474.29
Wall-mounted 694.318.65

BESTÅ Shelf unit with doors.
W60×D42×H129 cm (235/8×161/2×503/4”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 694.297.06

BESTÅ Shelf unit with door.
W60×D42×H38 cm (235/8×161/2×15”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 390.467.90
Wall-mounted 494.296.89

BESTÅ Shelf unit with doors.
W120×D42×H64 cm (471/4×161/2×251/4”).
White/Lappviken white.
Floor standing 590.473.88
Wall-mounted 494.318.66

There is a front for every taste in our vast range. Choose one style or mix and match to get the look you want. Create an airier feeling by 
choosing a wall-mounted 
basic unit.

BESTÅ
Wall-mounted cabinet 
combination. 120×42×64 cm 
(471/4×161/2×251/4”), white/
Lappviken white. 494.318.66

LAPPVIKEN white HANVIKEN white

SUTTERVIKEN white

SINDVIK white

LAPPVIKEN black brown

LAXVIKEN white

SINDVIK black brown

SELSVIKEN white

SELSVIKEN black GLASSVIK white, 
clear glass 

GLASSVIK black, 
clear glass

SMEVIKEN white OSTVIK white
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination 

How to plan your BESTÅ combination

The BESTÅ storage system is a flexible and stylish solution to organize 
and display your things according to your taste, space and needs. You 
can choose from our many suggested combinations or create your 
own unique piece of furniture using the BESTÅ storage planner. You 
can also start here and now by following these four simple steps.

Wall-mounting information, see page 20.

Complete fronts with hinges, see page 26. Add extra knobs, handles, legs or top panels,  
see page 36. 

Complete the drawer frames with drawer run-
ners, see page 25.

Choose your frames.

Choose from a wide range of 
fronts.

Choose functional interiors.

Personalize your combination.

1 2 43

1

Visit the BESTÅ storage planner online at  
www.IKEA.ca/bestaplanner.

1 2

3 4

2
3
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – frames

Frames
431 2

How to mount a TV bench to the wall

How to mount a frame on the wall

Fittings for wall mounting the bench frames are included in the pack-
age. In order to hang your TV bench on the wall simply follow the 
assembly instructions.

Fixing devices for the wall are not included since different wall materi-
als require different types of fixing devices. Use devices suitable for the 
walls in your home.

For advice on suitable fixing systems, contact your local specialized 
dealer. 

Floor-standing TV bench frames   

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W120×D40×H64 cm (471/4×153/4×251/4“). 
For safety reasons this TV bench should not be hung on the wall. May be com-
pleted with legs; 6 legs or 4 legs and 1 BESTÅ supporting leg. Max load for the 
TV bench is 50 kg per surface.

White 402.998.90
Black-brown 402.998.85
Gray stained walnut effect 802.998.88

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W180×D40×H64 cm (707/8×153/4×251/4“). 
For safety reasons this TV bench should not be hung on the wall. May be com-
pleted with legs; 4 legs and 2 supporting legs. Max load for the TV bench is 50 
kg per surface.

White 702.998.79
Black-brown 802.998.74
Gray stained walnut effect 102.998.77

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W180×D40×H38 cm (707/8×153/4×15“).
Fittings for wall mounting are included. May be completed with legs; 8 legs or 
4 legs and 2 BESTÅ supporting leg. Max load for the TV bench is 50 kg per sur-
face if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-mounted TV bench depends 
on the wall material.

White 004.740.70
Black-brown 704.740.62
Gray stained walnut effect 804.740.66

Selection of possible arrangements:

Floor-standing / wall-mounted TV bench frames   

BESTÅ TV bench frame, W120×D40×H38 cm (471/4×153/4×15“). 
Fittings for wall mounting are included. May be completed with legs; 6 legs or 
4 legs and 1 BESTÅ supporting leg. Max load for the TV bench is 50 kg per sur-
face if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-mounted TV bench depends 
on the wall material.

White 802.945.03
Black-brown 902.945.12
Gray stained walnut effect 102.945.11

Selection of possible arrangements:

We have a wide selection of BESTÅ frames that serve as a base for your 
storage needs. Some are designed to stand on the floor while others can 
be wall-mounted. All TV bench frames have outlets for cables to keep them 
neat and organized. If you need more storage, you can simply add frames 
to your BESTÅ combination and create any shape or size you want.

Good to know
This furniture must be fixed to the wall with the enclosed wall fastener if 
placed on the floor. Different wall materials require different types of fix-
ing devices. Use fixing devices suitable for the walls in your home, sold sep-
arately.

You will need a suspension rail to mount BESTÅ frames on a wall. The 
suspension rail works as a reinforcement and makes it both easier and 
safer to mount the BESTÅ frame to the wall. The rail screws into the 
wall studs and has many holes so there’s always a hole over a stud.

You can easily hang several frames next to each other and align them 
at exactly the same height, thanks to the included connector.

Ensure that you have a minimum of 5 cm between the top of the frame 
and the ceiling. This is needed to be able to mount the frame to the 
suspension rail.

BESTÅ Suspension rail, silver-colour. 60 cm wide frames require 1 BESTÅ suspension rail. 120 cm wide 
frames require 2 BESTÅ suspension rails. The suspension rail cannot be used with BESTÅ TV benches. 
BESTÅ suspension rail is included in all wall-mounted combinations.

60 cm (235/8”) 704.883.18
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – framesHow to plan your BESTÅ combination – frames

BESTÅ Frame, W120×D40×H38 cm (471/4×153/4×15“). 2 BESTÅ suspension rails 
are needed for wall mounting. May be completed with legs; 5 legs or 4 legs 
and 1 BESTÅ supporting leg. Max load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if 
placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-mounted frame depends on the 
wall material.
White 602.458.44
Black-brown 702.459.52
Gray stained walnut effect 202.473.74

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ Frame, W60×D40×H64 cm (235/8×153/4×251/4“). 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is 
needed for wall mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pieces.  Max 
load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for 
a wall-mounted frame depends on the wall material. 
White 302.458.50
Black-brown 202.459.64
Gray stained walnut effect 702.473.81

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ Frame, W60×D40×H38 cm (235/8×153/4×15“). 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is 
needed for wall mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pieces. Max 
load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for 
a wall-mounted frame depends on the wall material. 
White 702.458.48
Black-brown 602.459.62
Gray stained walnut effect 302.473.78

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ Frame, W60×D20×H64 cm (235/8×77/8×251/4“). 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is 
needed for wall mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pieces. Max 
load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for 
a wall-mounted frame depends on the wall material.
White 602.459.19
Black-brown 202.459.59
Gray stained walnut effect 302.474.15

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ Frame, W60×D20×H38 cm (235/8×77/8×15“). 1 BESTÅ suspension rail is 
needed for wall mounting. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 pieces. Max 
load for the frame is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for 
a wall-mounted frame depends on the wall material. 
White 002.459.17
Black-brown 602.459.57
Gray stained walnut effect 602.474.09

Selection of possible arrangements:

Floor-standing/wall-mounted frames  

Floor-standing/wall-mounted frames  

BESTÅ Frame, W120×D40×H64 cm (471/4×153/4×251/4“). 
2 BESTÅ suspension rails are needed for wall mounting. May be completed 
with legs; 5 legs or 4 legs and 1 BESTÅ supporting leg. Max load for the frame 
is 20 kg per surface if placed on the floor. The max load for a wall-mounted 
frame depends on the wall material.
White 102.458.46
Black-brown 502.459.53
Gray stained walnut effect 702.473.76

Selection of possible arrangements:

Floor-standing frames  

BESTÅ Frame, W60×D40×H192 cm (235/8×153/4×755/8“). For safety reasons this 
frame should not be hung on the wall. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 
pieces. Max load for the frame is 20 kg per surface.
White 002.458.42
Black-brown 902.459.46
Gray stained walnut effect 802.473.71

Selection of possible arrangements:

BESTÅ Frame, W60×D40×H128 cm (235/8×153/4×503/8“). For safety reasons this 
frame should not be hung on the wall. May be completed with BESTÅ legs, 4 
pieces. Max load for the frame is 20 kg per surface.
White 402.458.40
Black-brown 402.459.44
Gray stained walnut effect 402.473.68

Selection of possible arrangements:
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Drawer runnersBESTÅ Shelf, W56×D16 cm (22×61/4“). Fits BESTÅ frames, 20 cm (77/8”) deep. 
Max load 13 kg.
Max load on glass shelf 5 kg.

Glass 002.955.30
White 402.955.52
Black-brown 802.955.26
Gray stained walnut effect 102.955.39

Make the inside work for you. Shelves, drawers and drawer runners help 
you to customize your BESTÅ combination perfectly according to what 
you need to store – from the smallest collectibles or memorabilia to larger 
games or toys.

Functional interiors

Shelves

Drawer frames

Shelves come in two depths and three colours, so you 
can colour coordinate them with your frames. We have 
glass shelves, too. You can adjust the height of your 
shelves to suit your needs. 

Soft-closing. The drawer runners make the drawer 
close silently and softly. To be completed with knobs 
or handles.

2-pack 403.487.15 

Push-open. The drawer runners have integrated 
push openers, so you don’t need handles or knobs 
and can open the door with just a light push.

2-pack 304.883.15

Drawers come in two heights and the inside is 
colour-coordinated with the outside. Choose be-
tween push-open or soft-closing drawer runners.

431 2

BESTÅ Shelf, W56×D36 cm (22×141/8“). Fits BESTÅ frames and TV bench 
frames, 40 cm (153/4”) deep. Max load 20 kg. Max load on glass shelves 
10 kg.

Glass 602.955.32
White 002.955.54
Black-brown 402.955.28
Gray stained walnut effect  902.955.40

BESTÅ Drawer frame, W60×D40×H25 cm (235/8×153/4×97/8“). To be com-
pleted with BESTÅ drawer runners and BESTÅ drawer front W60×H38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝). Max load 10 kg.

White 803.515.17
Black-brown 003.512.48
Gray stained walnut effect  203.515.15

BESTÅ Drawer frame, W60×D40×H15 cm (235/8×153/4×57/8“). To be com-
pleted with BESTÅ drawer runners and BESTÅ drawer front W60×H26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝). Max load 10 kg.

White 703.515.13
Black-brown 403.512.46
Gray stained walnut effect 103.515.11

Prefer knobs or handles? Then we 
recommend you choose the soft-closing 
drawer runners. These work best with knobs 
or handles and make the drawers close 
slowly, silently and softly. 

Don’t want handles or knobs? Then we 
recommend you choose drawer runners 
with a push-open function, which opens the 
drawers with just a light push. 

Good to know
The push-open function requires a space 
between the frame and the drawer front to 
allow the drawer to be pushed to open. The 
small gap is necessary to allow this function 
and is not a product deviation.

Good to know 
If you choose the soft closing function for 
your BESTÅ, we recommend complementing 
the fronts with knobs/handles to make the 
drawers more convenient to open.

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – functional interiors
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Find your style! There’s a wide selection of doors and drawer fronts to 
choose from, whichever look you’re going for. Structured fronts with 
grooves or raised centre panels give your storage a traditional look, while 
minimalist fronts in high-gloss finishes add a modern touch. All can be 
complemented with your choice of knobs or handles.

Doors and drawers fronts Doors and drawer fronts

41 2 3

Mounting information

BESTÅ soft-closing/push-open hinge. You can choose to 
use either the soft-closing or push-open function. With the 
push-opener you don’t need knobs or handles and can open 
the door with a light push. With the soft-closing function 
your doors close silently and softly. 
2-pack 802.612.58

Door front: to be completed 
with BESTÅ hinges, 1 pack, sold 
separately.

Door/drawer front: may be used 
as a door or as a drawer front. To 
be completed with BESTÅ hinges, 
1 pack, or with BESTÅ drawer frame 
W60×D40×H25 cm (235/8×153/4×97/8“) 
or W60×D40×H15 cm (235/8×153/4×57/8“) 
and BESTÅ drawer runner, sold 
separately.
Drawer front: to be completed 
with BESTÅ drawer front 
W60×D40×H15 cm (235/8×153/4×57/8“) 
and BESTÅ drawer runner, sold 
separately.

Drawers frames and runners, see page 25

Good to know
If you choose the soft closing function for your BESTÅ, we 
recommend complementing the fronts with knobs/handles 
to make the doors more convenient to open.

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN white front has a sleek, simple design. 
It gives your storage a light, modern look and 
offers good quality at a low price. 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 502.916.76

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 002.916.74

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 102.916.78

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: black-brown.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN black-brown front has sleek, simple 
design and a surface with the look of wood. It gives 
your storage a natural, modern look and offers 
good quality at a low price.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 802.916.70

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 402.916.67

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 402.916.72

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33. 

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33. 

LAPPVIKEN
Colour/design: gray stained walnut effect.
Material: particleboard and paper foil.

LAPPVIKEN gray stained walnut effect front has 
sleek, simple design and a surface with the look of 
walnut. It gives your storage a natural, modern look 
and offers good quality at a low price.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 802.916.89

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 302.916.82

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 802.916.94

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 34. 

BESTÅ
Storage combination with  
glass doors. 120×42×193 cm  
(47 1/4×161/2×76 “), white 
Lappviken white/Sindvik white 
clear glass. Legs sold separately. 
290.594.48
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

Doors and drawer fronts

HANVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: MDF and paper foil.

HANVIKEN white is a framed front that adds a 
warm, natural feeling and a traditional touch to 
your storage. 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 602.918.45

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 002.918.48

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 402.918.51

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33. 

HANVIKEN
Colour/design: black-brown.
Material: MDF and paper foil.

HANVIKEN black-brown is a framed door with a 
subtle wood pattern. It adds a warm, natural feeling 
and traditional touch to your storage. 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 502.947.93

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 002.947.95

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 602.947.97

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33.

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

SMEVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and acrylic paint.

SMEVIKEN white is a framed front with attention 
to details that add a high quality feel. It gives a 
traditional touch to your storage and can be 
complemented with BODBYN kitchen fronts. 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 104.682.43

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 804.728.78

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 604.728.79

Complement with  
OSTVIK glass doors,  
see page 34.

SUTTERVIKEN
Colour/design: white.
Material: particleboard and acrylic paint.

SUTTERVIKEN white front has a classic design with its 
subtle details that give a seaside cottage feel to your 
home. It brings a traditional  touch to your storage.
 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 304.682.37

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 304.728.90

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 104.728.91

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33. 

LAXVIKEN 
Colour/design: black/ 3D effect.
Material: particleboard, PET foil. 

LAXVIKEN black front has a 3-dimensional surface 
with a wave effect that creates a dynamic play 
between shadow and light. Use it to enhance other 
fronts to give your storage an exciting and modern 
touch. 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 002.992.60

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 603.419.87

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 403.419.88

Complement with  
GLASSVIK glass doors,  
see page 34. 

LAXVIKEN 
Colour/design: white/ 3D effect.
Material: particleboard, PET foil.

LAXVIKEN white front has a 3-dimensional surface 
with a wave effect that creates a dynamic play 
between shadow and light. Use it to enhance 
other fronts to give your storage an exciting and 
modern touch. 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 902.916.98

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 803.419.86

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 203.419.89

Complement with  
GLASSVIK glass doors,  
see page 34. 
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

Doors and drawer fronts

TIMMERVIKEN
Colour/design: black/wood effect.
Material: particleboard.

TIMMERVIKEN black is a deeply embossed front that 
adds a natural and rustic feel to your storage. The 
design is timeless and the wood grain pattern steals 
the show.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 304.415.54

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 804.415.56

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 604.415.62

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33. 

KALLVIKEN
Colour/design: dark gray/concrete effect.
Material: particleboard and high pressure melamine.

KALLVIKEN dark gray is a front with a subtly textured, 
concrete effect. It adds a modern, industrial look to 
your storage.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 103.645.23

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 504.259.87

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 304.259.88

Complement with  
GLASSVIK glass doors,  
see page 34.

RIKSVIKEN 
Colour/design: light bronze effect.
Material: particleboard, PET foil.

RIKSVIKEN accent front in a striking light bronze 
colour with a metallic finish adds a lot of attitude 
and a highly personal touch to your storage.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 704.415.66

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 904.881.76

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 704.881.77

Complement with  
GLASSVIK glass doors,  
see page 34. 

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

HEDEVIKEN
Colour/design: dark brown stained oak veneer.
Material: fibreboard, clear acrylic lacquer, oak veneer.

HEDEVIKEN front in dark brown stained oak veneer 
offers an individual look with unique variations in the 
visible grains. Mount the fronts in different directions 
to create a herringbone pattern. 
 

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 304.916.95

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 704.917.02

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 404.917.08

HEDEVIKEN
Colour/design: oak veneer.
Material: fibreboard, clear acrylic lacquer, oak veneer.

HEDEVIKEN front in natural oak veneer offers an  
individual look with unique variations in the visible 
grains. Mount the fronts in different directions to  
create a herringbone pattern.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 704.916.98

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 004.917.05

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 804.917.11

BJÖRKÖVIKEN
Colour/design: birch veneer.
Material: fiberboard, clear acrylic lacquer, 
birch veneer.
BJÖRKÖVIKEN front is made of light birch veneer, 
a natural material with a vibrant and clean 
expression – perfect for those who like modern 
Scandinavian design. A strong sense of quality and 
finish!

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 804.909.57

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 204.909.60

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 604.909.63

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33. 

BJÖRKÖVIKEN
Colour/design: oak veneer.
Material: fiberboard, tinted clear acrylic lacquer, 
oak veneer.
BJÖRKÖVIKEN front is made of dark oak veneer, 
a natural material that creates a vibrant and warm 
look – with grains that give each door a unique 
character. A strong sense of quality in finish and 
design!

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 704.909.48

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 104.909.51

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 504.909.54

Complement with  
SINDVIK glass doors,  
see page 33.
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

High gloss doors and drawer fronts

SELSVIKEN  
Colour/design: high-gloss dark olive-green.
Material: Particleboard, foil finish.

SELSVIKEN high-gloss dark olive-green front has  
recycled content in every part, supporting our aim  
to use increasingly more materials that are recycled 
or renewable and sourced in responsible ways.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 204.907.00

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 904.907.06

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 604.907.17

SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss white.
Material: particleboard and foil.

SELSVIKEN white front has a sleek, simple design 
with a high-gloss surface that’s durable and easy 
to clean. It adds a fresh and modern look to your 
storage.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 802.916.32

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 202.916.30

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 102.916.35

Complement with  
GLASSVIK glass doors,  
see page 34.

 SELSVIKEN
Colour/design: high-gloss black.
Material: particleboard and foil.

SELSVIKEN black front has a sleek, simple design 
with a high-gloss surface that’s durable and easy to 
clean. It adds an elegant and modern look to your 
storage.

Door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 002.916.26

Door/drawer front
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 502.916.24

Drawer front
60×26 cm 
(23⅝×10¼˝) 402.916.29

Complement with  
GLASSVIK glass doors,  
see page 34. 

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

Glass fronts

Mounting information
Door front: to be completed with 
BESTÅ hinges, 1 pack, sold separately. 

Door front:  to be completed with  
BESTÅ hinges, 1 pack, sold separately. 

BESTÅ soft-closing/push-open hinge. 
You can choose to use either the soft-closing or 
push-open function. With the push-opener you don’t 
need knobs or handles and can open the door with a 
light push. With the soft-closing function your doors 
close silently and softly. 

2-pack 802.612.58

Good to know
Tempered glass should be handled with care.  A damaged edge or scratched 
surface can cause the glass to suddenly crack and/or break. Avoid collisions from 
the side – this is where the glass is most vulnerable.

SINDVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: fibreboard, tempered glass.

SINDVIK white is a front with clear glass that allows you to 
put your favourite items on display behind closed doors.    

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 902.918.58

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 802.918.54

SINDVIK
Colour/design: black brown/clear glass.
Material: fibreboard, tempered glass.

SINDVIK black brown is a front with clear glass that allows you 
to put your favourite items on display behind closed doors.    

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 002.963.13

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 402.963.11
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – doors and drawer fronts

Glass fronts

SINDVIK
Colour/design: gray stained walnut effect/clear glass.
Material: fibreboard, tempered glass.

SINDVIK in gray stained walnut effect with clear glass goes 
perfectly with LAPPVIKEN in the same colour. Sylish lines that 
enhance your finest items. 

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 302.963.21

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 702.963.19

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: black/smoked glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminum.

GLASSVIK black with smoked glass fronts blends perfectly 
with our high gloss and accent fronts. It creates clean lines 
and modern look to your storage. Handle included.

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 902.916.60

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 602.916.52

OSTVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: painted finish and tempered glass.

OSTVIK white with a clear glass front blends perfectly with 
our SMEVIKEN white front. Its attention to details gives a 
high quality feel and adds a  traditional touch to your 
storage. 

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 804.696.54

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 104.727.06

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: white/clear glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminum.

GLASSVIK white with clear glass front blends perfectly 
with our high gloss and accent fronts. Its clean lines and 
modern design makes a deserved frame for your finest 
items. Handle included.

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 502.916.62

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 202.916.54

GLASSVIK
Colour/design: black/clear glass.
Material: tempered glass and aluminum.

GLASSVIK black with clear glass fronts blends perfectly with 
our high gloss and accent fronts. Its clean lines and modern 
design makes a deserved frame for your finest items. Handle 
included.

Glass door
60×64 cm 
(23⅝×25¼˝) 302.916.58

Glass door
60×38 cm 
(23⅝×15˝) 002.916.50

BESTÅ
Storage combination with doors. 
120×42×202 cm (471/4×161/2×791/2“), 
black-brown/Smeviken white, 
Kabbarp legs. 
694.371.22 
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Personalize your combination
Knobs and handles are like icing on the cake. They can enhance the style 
of your BESTÅ combination or create a completely different look or unex-
pected expression. Play around with different alternatives to see what you 
like the most. 

Good to know
If you choose to use knobs or handles for your BESTÅ combination, we 
recommend complementing the doors/drawers fronts with soft closing 
hinges/drawer runners for added convenience.

SELSVIKEN white high gloss/ÖSTERNÄS handle, tanned leather, L65 mm. 

LAPPVIKEN white/BILLSBRO handle, white, 
L40 mm. 

HANVIKEN black-brown/ENERYDA, Ø27 mm.

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalize with knobs and handles

Knobs and handles

New
ANDERSFORS handle, black antique colour. 2-pack.

L142 mm 405.191.75

New
SKRUVSHULT handle, anthracite. 2-pack.

L152 mm 505.059.55

SKRUVSHULT knob, anthracite. 2-pack.

Ø18 mm 805.074.82
Ø26 mm 705.074.87

KALLRÖR handle, stainless steel. 2-pack.

L213 mm 503.570.02

KALLRÖR handle, black. 2-pack.

L213 mm 905.169.85

BAGGANÄS knob, black. 2-pack.

Ø13 mm 303.384.15
Ø20 mm 103.384.16
Ø21 mm 903.384.17

BAGGANÄS knob, brass-colour. 2-pack.

Ø13 mm 603.384.09
Ø20 mm 803.384.08
Ø21 mm 003.384.12

BAGGANÄS knob, stainless steel. 2-pack.

Ø13 mm 303.384.20
Ø20 mm 103.384.21
Ø21 mm 903.384.22 

BAGGANÄS handle, black. 2-pack.

L143 mm 803.384.13

BAGGANÄS handle, brass-colour. 2-pack.

L143 mm 003.384.07

BAGGANÄS handle, stainless steel. 2-pack.

L143 mm 703.384.18

ENERYDA knob, black. 2-pack.

Ø20 mm 303.475.04
Ø27 mm 803.475.06
Ø35 mm 003.475.05

ENERYDA knob, brass-colour. 2-pack.

Ø20 mm 203.475.09
Ø27 mm 403.475.08
Ø35 mm 603.475.07

ENERYDA knob, chrome-plated. 2-pack.

Ø20 mm 503.475.03
Ø27 mm 003.475.10
Ø35 mm 803.475.11

ENERYDA cup handle, black. 2-pack.

L89 mm 503.475.17

ENERYDA cup handle, brass-colour. 2-pack.

L89 mm 903.475.15

ENERYDA cup handle, chrome-plated. 2-pack.

L89 mm 403.475.13

ENERYDA handle, black. 2-pack.

L112 mm 703.475.16

ENERYDA handle, brass-colour. 2-pack.

L112 mm 203.475.14

ENERYDA handle, chrome-plated. 2-pack.

L112 mm 603.475.12
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalize with knobs and handles

Knobs and handles

   
SÖRBYN handle, stainless steel. 2-pack.

L96 mm 904.503.38

SÖRBYN knob, stainless steel.

Ø25 mm 504.503.40

BILLSBRO handle, white. 2-pack.

40 mm 203.343.14
304 mm 903.343.15

BILLSBRO handle, stainless steel colour. 2-pack. 

40 mm 603.235.92
304 mm 803.236.28

HACKÅS handle, anthracite. 2-pack.

L100 mm 303.424.79
L300 mm 503.424.78

HACKÅS knob, anthracite. 2-pack.

Ø15 mm 803.397.90

GUBBARP handle, white. 2-pack.

L116 mm 003.364.32

GUBBARP knob, white. 2-pack.

Ø21 mm 803.364.33

   

NYDALA handle, bronze colour. 2-pack.

L154 mm 204.057.59

NYDALA knob, bronze colour. 2-pack.

Ø16 mm 404.057.58

ÖSTERNÄS handle, tanned leather. 2-pack.

L153 mm 403.488.95
L65 mm 203.488.96

ORRNÄS knob, stainless steel colour. 2-pack.

Ø17 mm 302.361.53

SKÄRHAMN knob, black/chrome plated. 2-pack.

Ø22 mm 703.487.85

BORGHAMN handle, steel. 2-pack.

40 mm 003.160.47

VINNÄSET knob, beech. 2-pack.

37 mm 504.342.94

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalize with top panels

Top panels

A top panel helps you create a uniform look by hiding 
the joint between two connected frames and it protects 
the top of your BESTÅ solution. A simple change of 
panel is also an easy way to change the style.

BESTÅ top panel.

Oak veneer 
120×42 cm 
(471/4×161/2”) 204.729.18
180×42 cm 
(707/8×161/2”) 004.729.19

White glass
120×40 cm 
(471/4×161/2”) 301.965.38
180×40 cm 
(707/8×161/2”) 201.965.29

Black glass
180×40 cm 
(707/8×161/2”) 901.965.35 A top panel made from tempered glass protects the top of 

your TV bench or storage solution and gives it a different look.
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How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalize with legs

Legs 

Take your storage to greater heights. Legs lift your BESTÅ combination off 
the floor, giving it a light and airy look. They can also enhance the style you 
are going for. For example, legs with curved silhouettes strengthen the 
look of a traditional-style storage solution, while geometric and minimalist 
legs add a modern touch.

KABBARP Leg, H10 cm (37/8“), adjustable, 2-pack. 
You can use the included connection plate to 
connect two frames with only one leg,  giving a 
cleaner, less cluttered look.

White 704.729.30
Black 204.898.67

NANNARP Leg, H10 cm (37/8“). 2-pack. 

Aluminium 502.935.95

STUBBARP Leg, H10 cm (37/8“), adjustable, 2-pack. 
You can use the included connection plate to 
connect two frames with only one leg,  giving a 
cleaner, less cluttered look.

White 102.935.64
Black-brown 602.935.66
Gray stained walnut effect 402.935.67

MEJARP Leg, H10 cm (37/8“), 2-pack. You can use 
the included connection plate to connect two 
frames with only one leg, giving a cleaner, less 
cluttered look. 

Birch 704.899.16
Dark brown 404.899.13

ÖSARP Leg, H10 cm (37/8“), 2-pack. You can use the 
included connection plate to connect two frames 
with only one leg, giving a cleaner, less cluttered 
look. 

Stainless steel colour 304.899.04
Brass-colour 904.899.01

BESTÅ Supporting leg, H10 cm (37/8“), adjustable,  
1 pc. The supporting leg gives stability to the BESTÅ 
combination without being visible from the front. 
The supporting leg is included in all BESTÅ 
combinations, when needed.

Gray 502.936.04

How to plan your BESTÅ combination – personalize with legs

With your choice of legs, you can enhance your BESTÅ 
combination so it matches your taste and style of furniture in 
the room.
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Boxes and dividers
Keeping it tidy and stylish, inside and out
Using boxes, baskets and drawer dividers keeps your 
BESTÅ combination tidy, adds style and makes it easy 
to find your things. BESTÅ boxes fit perfectly in BESTÅ 
storage solutions, and have cut-out handles that make 
them very easy to lift out. 

KUGGIS and TJENA boxes come with lids and help you 
store everything from pens, papers and desk acces-

sories to gaming equipment and cables. They come in 
different sizes and are designed to stack on top of each 
other. 

Boxes and baskets made from natural materials like 
bamboo, seagrass and rattan are wonderful to use 
in open storage. They add a warm and rustic feel to a 
room, while keeping your things organized.

Solutions for drawers

SMARRA box with lid, bamboo.

30×30×10 cm 
(113/4×113/4×4”) 703.480.64

30×30×23 cm 
(113/4×113/4×9”) 903.480.63

RAGGISAR tray, dark gray. 

40×30 cm  
(153/4×113/4”) 103.480.19

STUK box with compartments, 
white.

20×34×10 cm  
(73/4×131/2×4”) 604.744.25
20×51×10 cm  
(73/4×20×4”) 604.744.30

LURPASSA box with lid, set of 2. 
15×10.5×12 cm (57/8×41/8×43/4”) and 
17.5×10.5×10 cm (67/8×41/8×315/16”).

Seagrass 504.809.12

NOJIG box, plastic/beige.

10×10×5 cm 
(4×4×2”) 604.770.37
10×20×5 cm  
(4×73/4×2”) 704.574.87
15×20×5 cm  
(6×73/4×2”) 504.681.04
20×25×10 cm 
(73/4×93/4×4”) 204.681.05
25×35×5 cm 
(93/4×133/4×2”) 404.770.38

NOJIG box, plastic/white.

10×10×5 cm 
(4×4×2”) 805.074.15
10×20×5 cm  
(4×73/4×2”) 205.074.18
15×20×5 cm  
(6×73/4×2”) 605.074.21
20×25×10 cm 
(73/4×93/4×4”) 005.074.24
25×35×5 cm 
(93/4×133/4×2”) 305.074.27

Boxes and dividers

Solutions for shelves

KUGGIS box with lid, 13×18×8 cm 
(5×7×31/4”). 
White 404.858.54
Transparent black 605.140.30

KUGGIS box with lid, 18×26×8 cm 
(7×101/4×31/4”).
White 202.802.07
Turqouise 004.895.14
Transparent black 305.140.36

KUGGIS box with lid, 26×35×15 cm 
(101/4×133/4×6”).
White 602.802.05
Turquoise 404.768.21
Transparent black 705.140.39

KUGGIS box with lid, 37×54×21 cm 
(141/2×211/4×81/4”). 
White 102.802.03
Turqouise 104.768.27
Transparent black 105.140.42

DRÖNA box, 25×35×25 cm  
(93/4×133/4×93/4”). 
Black 704.670.66
White 504.670.67

TJENA storage box with lid, 
25×35×20 cm (93/4×133/4×73/4”).
White 603.954.28
White/beige 405.258.07

TJENA storage box with lid, 
32×35×32 cm (121/2×133/4×121/2”).
White 404.693.02
White/beige 205.258.08

TJENA magazine file, 2 pack.  
10×25×30 cm (4×93/4×113/4”).
White 103.954.16
White/beige 605.258.06

GNABBAS basket, 32×35×32 cm 
(121/2×133/4×121/2”).

 604.002.98

LUSTIGKURRE basket, 32×33×32 cm 
(121/2×13×121/2”). 
Seagrass/
water hyacinth 304.573.28

BULLIG box, bamboo/brown.

25×32×20 cm 
(93/4×121/2×93/4”) 404.745.96

32x35x33cm 
(121/2×13×133/4”) 304.745.92

TÄTING basket, 35×25×25 cm 
(133/4×93/4×93/4”).
Banana leaves/
natural 204.746.01

TJOG storage box with lid. 
25×36×15 cm (93/4×141/4×6”).
Dark gray 404.776.65

TJOG magazine file, 2 pack. 
10×26×30 cm (4×101/4×113/4”). 
Dark gray 904.776.58

KVARNVIK storage box with lid, 
18×25×15 cm (7×93/4×6”).
Beige 504.668.69
Gray 704.128.75

KVARNVIK storage box with lid, 
25×35×20 cm (93/4×133/4×73/4”).
Beige 204.594.79
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Lighting
Make your BESTÅ combination shine 
Good lighting makes life easier and helps set 
the right mood. It highlights your favourite pictures and 
objects and creates a cozy atmosphere in a room. And of 
course, lighting makes finding things easier – whether on 
shelves or inside cabinets. 

TRÅDFRI LED driver makes your integrated lighting 
smarter – you can wirelessly turn it off, turn it on or 
dim it with TRÅDFRI remote control and TRÅDFRI 
gateway. When connected to the gateway, you can 
control your lighting via the IKEA Home Smart app 
– through your phone, or a virtual assistant like 
Apple HomeKit, Amazon Alexa or Google Home. 

Inside the cabinet

If you want to place lighting inside your BESTÅ 
combination, you can choose between MITTLED 
LED spotlight or MYRVARV LED lighting strip.

MITTLED LED spotlight, Ø8.3 cm (3”). The MITTLED spotlights 
brighten up the inside of your cabinet. Easy to install on glass or metal 
because of the included adhesive tape or integrate them into wooden 
shelves. LED driver is sold separately. For more information about the 
drivers, see next  page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI remote control and 
TRÅDFRI gateway, sold separately. The lamps cannot be changed in 
the luminaire.

Aluminum-colour 304.536.55
White 404.536.45
Black 504.721.39

MYRVARV LED flexible lighting strip. Suitable for use in confined 
spaces, such as cabinets, bookshelves and closets, as the LED light source 
only emits low heat. If you connect the lighting strip to TRÅDFRI driver, 
ANSLUTA power supply cord and TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer you can easily 
turn on, turn off and dim your lighting as needed. Add the TRÅDFRI 
gateway and IKEA Home smart app for control through Amazon Alexa, 
Apple HomeKit or Google Home.

6’ 7”, 12W 904.871.91

Lighting

On top of the cabinet

If you want to place lighting on top of your BESTÅ 
combination, you can choose between YTBERG and 
TVÄRDRAG LED cabinet lighting.

New
YTBERG LED cabinet lighting. 
Provides a focused light that is 
good for lighting smaller areas. LED 
driver is sold separately. For more 
information about the drivers, see 
next page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI 
wireless dimmer and TRÅDFRI 
gateway, sold separately. The lamps 
cannot be changed in the luminaire.
White 505.168.31
Black 105.278.98

New
TVÄRDRAG LED cabinet lighting. 
Provides a focused light that is 
good for lighting smaller areas. LED 
driver is sold separately. For more 
information about the drivers, see 
next page. Dimmable with TRÅDFRI 
wireless dimmer and TRÅDFRI 
gateway, sold separately. The lamps 
cannot be changed in the luminaire.
Black 405.168.41

For drawers

The best solution is STÖTTA LED lighting strip (32 or 
52 cm). It will nicely illuminate the things you have 
inside and it is battery operated.

STÖTTA LED lighting strip, battery-
operated, white. The light switches on 
and off automatically when you open 
or close the drawer, so no energy is 
wasted. Batteries are sold separately; 
4 pcs AA required. IKEA recommends 
LADDA rechargeable batteries.
32 cm (13”) 103.600.87
52 cm (20”) 503.600.90

Choose your driver

ANSLUTA LED driver with cord, 
19W, white.
19W 904.058.45

TRÅDFRI LED driver for wireless 
control, 10W or 30W, gray. These 
drivers make your lighting products 
smart and give the possibility to 
wirelessly dim them. You can connect 
up to 10 TRÅDFRI LED drivers in one 
installation.
10W 103.561.89
30W 603.426.61

ANSLUTA power supply cord.

3.5m (116”) 301.214.11

TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer. With 
TRÅDFRI wireless dimmer you can 
dim your lighting without a wired-in 
installation. Battery is included and 
lasts approx. 2 years. 

104.085.98
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Information

Say hello to 
the BESTÅ storage system

By using the BESTÅ storage planner, you can 
customize one of the pre-designed BESTÅ 
combinations or create one that is all your own! 
The planner allows you to play around with 
frames, doors, shelves, knobs, colours, etc. to 
create the perfect storage and media solution that 
fit your specific needs and taste. When you are ready 
with your BESTÅ combination, the planner helps you 
to calculate the price and allows you to print or save 
list of products that you can bring to your IKEA store 
or use to buy the products online.

In the BESTÅ area of the IKEA store you will find 
planning stations where you can use the BESTÅ 
storage planner. Or visit the Livingroom department 
of www.IKEA.ca/bestaplanner and go to the BESTÅ 
storage planner online.

Want this buying guide on your 
phone, tablet or computer?

Go to IKEA.ca/bestabuyingguide 
to access the digital version.

You’ll have interactive access 
to our products, so you 
can search, compare, plan, 
save favourites and make 
purchases at your pace, 
all in one place.

Services

You can do it all yourself.  
But you don’t have to.
Sometimes a little help is all you need to turn 
a dream into reality. Which is why we offer 
a wide range of services to help you along the 
way.

Maybe you just need a little help, or 
perhaps someone to do the whole job for you. 
Either way, we’re here to help, and are happy to 
put together a service package that’s just right 
for you. Of  course, the more you do yourself, 
the lower the price will be. And the more you ask 
us to do for you, the more you can sit back and 
relax. Read more on IKEA.ca/services

Here are some of the services in your local store, if you need an extra hand.

Planning – Even on big projects, the 
little things matter. Discuss your ideas 
with our team of planning professionals 
and we’ll help nail them down in detail.

Click & Collect – Save time on your next 
shopping trip. Submit your order online, 
and we’ll have it ready to pick up when 
you arrive.

Delivery – Whether you’re shopping in 
store or online, and no matter how big 
the purchase, we’ll do the heavy lifting 
and bring it to your home or business.

Assembly – With TaskRabbit you can 
have it assembled or mounted as early 
as tomorrow, at the time you want. 



BESTÅ
TV storage combination/glass doors. 
300×42×231 cm (1181/8 ×161/2×91”), 
black-brown/Selsviken high-gloss/ 
Glassvik black clear glass. 194.110.25

The products shown here may not be available in the store. Please contact a 
coworker or check www.IKEA.ca for more information. Detailed product 
information can be found on the price tag and online. All units require assembly.
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